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Translationally and internally hot H2 molecules are produced from the 157 nm photodissociation of
amorphous solid methanol at 90 K by two distinct mechanisms: exothermic recombination of two
H-atom photoproducts bound to the surface and unimolecular molecular elimination of H2 from the
photoexcited methanol. The vibrationally hot H2�v=2–5� products are characterized by high
translational and rotational temperatures. A third mechanism, the almost thermoneutral abstraction
of a hydrogen atom from methanol parent molecule by the photolytically produced hydrogen atom,
yields translationally and rotationally cold H2 �v=0 and 1� products. Comparison with the results of
the vacuum ultraviolet photolysis of water ice is discussed. Production of translationally hot and
cold hydrogen atoms is also confirmed. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3100961�

I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular hydrogen is the most abundant molecular spe-
cies in the interstellar medium and is thought to be produced
mostly via surface reactions on interstellar grains and to a
lesser extent via photochemical processes on ice covered sur-
faces of comets, planets, and dust grains.1 Dust grains in
molecular clouds at temperatures below �130 K are cov-
ered with an amorphous water ice mantle, which is irradiated
by vacuum ultraviolet light �VUV� light. Hot and cold mo-
lecular hydrogen can then be formed by photodissociation of
water molecules and the subsequent reaction of the H-atom
photoproducts with either other H atoms or the ice matrix,
respectively. The efficiency of H2 formation via this photo-
dissociation has been discussed.2,3 Methanol is typically ob-
served within water rich interstellar ices.4 Because its abun-
dance in some grain mantles varies between 0.05 and 0.50
relative to water,5,6 photolysis of methanol may also be a
source of interstellar hydrogen.

The internal energy distribution is a key parameter for all
interstellar chemistry because hot species enable chemical
reactions that are not possible when the species are in their
ground states. For example, the rate constant for the O�3P�
+H2�v=3� reaction at 100 K is predicted to be about 11
orders of magnitude larger than that for H2�v=0� according
to a theoretical calculation.7 Molecular dynamics calcula-
tions were performed for the hydrogen recombination
mechanism on an amorphous solid water surface at 70 K,
and the formation of translationally excited H2 in a broad
range of the vibrational levels, 3�v�12, peaking at v=9
was predicted by Takahashi.8 In experimental studies, the
formation of hydrogen molecules from the recombination re-
action of hydrogen atoms on amorphous water ice at 10 K
was reported by Roser et al.,9 and vibrationally excited HD
�up to v=7� formed on a graphite surface via the recombi-

nation reaction at 15 K was detected by Price and
co-workers.10–12 There have been several experiments on the
formation of H2 by photolysis of amorphous water ice.13–15

Westley et al.14 and Watanabe et al.15 estimated the H2 for-
mation efficiencies but did not report on details such as the
reaction mechanisms or the energy partitioning in the reac-
tion products. Recently, Yabushita et al. reported the produc-
tion of H atoms and H2 molecules from the photodissociation
of amorphous solid water at 100 K.3,16,17 Their results
showed that �a� the vibrational population is represented by
two distinct distributions: one peaks at H2�v=0� and the
other increases with increasing vibrational quantum number
for H2�v=2–5�, �b� hydrogen abstraction from H2O by a
photolytically produced hot H atom yields mainly H2�v=0�
and to a small extent H2�v=1�, and �c� hydrogen recombina-
tion of two H-atom photoproducts yields H2�v�2�. For
these H2 products, the ortho/para ratio gOPR was 3, which is
a useful indicator for the physical and chemical history of H2

in interstellar clouds. The mechanisms are shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 1, and energetics of the H2 formation by water
ice photolysis is summarized as follows:

a�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
kawasaki@photon.mbox.media.kyoto-u.ac.jp. FAX: �81-75-383-2573.

FIG. 1. �Color� Schematic illustrations of the hydrogen atom abstraction and
hydrogen atom recombination mechanisms for forming vibrationally cold
and hot H2 during VUV irradiation of amorphous solid water. White balls
represent photolytically produced hot H atoms.
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�H Ea�kcal/mol�

H2O → H + OH, 118 – �1�

H + H → H2, − 104 0 �2�

H + HOH → H2 + OH . 14 23 �3�

Here, �H is the standard heat of reaction and Ea is the acti-
vation energy of the respective reaction in the gas phase.

In the solid phase photolysis of methanol at low tem-
perature, one expects that the same two mechanisms for H2

formation are important, i.e., highly exothermic hydrogen
atom recombination �HR� and almost thermoneutral hydro-
gen atom abstraction �HAB�. In addition one needs to con-
sider unimolecular hydrogen molecule elimination �UMHE�
reaction. The energetics for the respective reactions of
methanol in the gas phase are summarized as follows:18,19

�H Ea�kcal/mol�

CH3OH → CH3O + H, 104 – �4�

CH3OH → CH2OH + H, 92 – �5�

UMHE: CH3OH → CHOH + H2, 71 – �6�

UMHE: CH3OH → CH2O + H2, 19 – �7�

HR: H + H → H2, − 104 0 �8�

HAB: H + CH3OH → CH2OH + H2, − 8 9 �9�

HAB: H + CH3OH → CH3O + H2 . 1 14 �10�

Gerakines et al. reported the VUV photolysis of solid
CH3OH at 10 K.20 They suggested that �a� H2 and H2CO are
produced directly from methanol photodissociation via reac-
tion �6� and �b� H2 and CH2OH are formed via reaction �9�
as a secondary process.

In this paper we have investigated the mechanisms and
dynamics of H2 production from the 157 nm photodissocia-
tion of amorphous solid methanol �ASM� at 90 K based on
the direct measurement of translational energy distributions
and internal states of the H2 products that are directly de-
tected with the resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization
�REMPI� technique.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Apparatus and preparation of ice films

Surface photodissociation of ASM at 90 K was carried
out by pulsed laser photolysis of the sample, which was sup-
ported on a temperature controlled cold finger in a high
vacuum chamber. The experimental details are described
elsewhere.21 In brief, a vacuum chamber was evacuated to a
base pressure of 10−8 Torr using two turbomolecular pumps
in tandem �Shimadzu, 800 and 50 l s−1�. An optically flat
sapphire substrate, sputter coated with a thin polycrystalline
film of Au�111�, was supported in the center of the chamber
by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled manipulator connected to an

X-Y-Z stage.22 The temperature of the substrate was con-
trolled to within 1 K. The temperature controller was com-
posed of an alumel-chromel resistance thermometer with
cooling by liquid nitrogen and heating from a 0.35 mm di-
ameter tantalum filament attached to the substrate. CH3OH
and CD3OH �98.5% D� were purchased from Wako Chemi-
cals. ASM was prepared with the backfilling deposition of
methanol vapor onto the substrate at 90 K for 60 min by a
pulsed nozzle �General Valve� at a rate of 10 Hz and at 30
Torr stagnation pressure of methanol. In order to evenly dis-
tribute methanol vapor in the chamber, a flat plate was at-
tached in front of the pulsed nozzle. The exposure was typi-
cally 1800 L �1 L=1�10−6 Torr s�. To check the influence
of residual gas on the ASM structure, the time-of-flight
�TOF� spectra were measured as a function of exposure time
to vacuum �10−8 Torr�. No appreciable difference in the
TOF spectra of H2 was observed after 5 h exposure of the
ASM to vacuum. Crystallization of solid methanol occurs at
103.4 K.23

Unfocused 157 nm laser �Lambda Physik, OPTexPro�
radiation was incident at an angle of about 80° to the surface
normal on the ice surface at a fluence
�0.1 mJ cm−2 pulse−1. It is unlikely that multiphoton pro-
cess occurred with this low laser intensity.17,24 H2 products
were subsequently ionized at a distance of 2 mm from the
substrate surface by �2+1� REMPI via the E /F 1�g

+

←X 1�g
+ �v�=0, v�=0–5� transition and collected with a

small mass spectrometer aligned perpendicular to the ice sur-
face. Radiation at 201–260 nm was produced by a
Nd3+:YAG pumped dye laser �Lambda Physik, SCANmate�,
with subsequent frequency doubling and mixing in KDP and
BBO crystals. The delay t between the photolysis and
REMPI laser pulses was varied with a delay generator to
allow investigation of the flight times of the product H2 mol-
ecules. The �2+1� REMPI detection of H�D� atom products
was also performed at 243.124 �243.058� nm. The REMPI
wavelength was scanned over the Doppler width for the H
�D� atoms.

B. Simulation of time-of-flight spectra of H2 products
and REMPI transition factors

The measured TOF spectra were fitted with one or more
flux-weighted Maxwell–Boltzmann �MB� distributions de-
fined by a translational temperature Ttrans. Details regarding
the simulation of such TOF spectra have been reported
previously.21 The TOF spectrum S�ai , t ,Ti� was fitted with a
combination of the MB distributions defined by the tempera-
ture Ti. The coefficient ai is used for relative population of
each MB distribution,

S�ai,t,Ti� = � aiSMB�t,Ti� , �11�

SMB�t,r� = r3t−4 exp�− mr2/�2kBTtranst
2�� , �12�

PMB�Et� = �kBTtrans�−2Et exp�− Et/�kBTtrans�� , �13�

where r is the flight distance of the photofragment. The MB
distribution PMB�Et� as a function of translational energy Et

is characterized by the averaged translational energy �Et�
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=2kBTtrans, where kB is the Boltzmann constant. To obtain the
rotational-vibrational populations PJ�v�, the REMPI signals
measured at a constant laser power were corrected by the
respective line strength factors. This line strength factor de-
pends on the probability of the REMPI transitions, 	Mfo	2.
Pomerantz et al. calculated 	Mfo	2 for the E ,F�v�=0, J�
=J��-X�v� , J�� �2+1� REMPI transitions in H2 for different
rovibrational levels in the X state �0�v��4, 0�J�
�21 and v�=5 and 6, J�=0�.25 These calculations
showed that the value of 	Mfo	2 varies significantly with v�
but is not strongly affected by changes in J�. We have ex-
tended the conclusions and tendencies for J� in different v�
states on a common scale and estimated 	Mfo	2 from different
rovibrational levels in the X state �v�=5, 0�J��17� via
E ,F�v�=0, J�=J�� according to Latimer et al.12 All rota-
tional data for H2 products are consistent only with the sta-
tistical weight parameter for ortho/para hydrogen, gOPR=3.
Use of gOPR=1.3 that would be appropriate for H2 in thermal
equilibrium at 90 K �Ref. 26� results in ragged rotational
distributions that cannot be described by smooth lines or
curves.

III. RESULTS

A. Formation of molecular hydrogen

1. H2„v=0,1… from CH3OH

Hydrogen molecules in the vibrationally ground state
H2�v=0,J� were detected, which are characterized by two

different translational temperatures. The TOF spectrum for
H2�v=0, J=0� in Fig. 2 is reproduced by a MB distribution
with Ttrans=100�10 K. The inset in Fig. 2 shows the TOF
spectrum of H2�v=0, J=3�, which is characterized by
Ttrans=2200�300 K. Figure 3 shows the rotational
populations for J=0, 1, and 2 of the H2�Ttrans

=100 K, recorded at t=3.5 �s� and for J=0–5 of the
H2�Ttrans=100 K, recorded at t=0.55 �s� The rotational
distributions are approximated by the Boltzmann distribu-
tions with Trot=110�20 K and Trot=2500�300 K, respec-
tively. The translational and rotational energies of H2�v
=0, J� and the measured population ratios are summarized
in Table I. The averaged translational and rotational energies
of the H2�v=0� photoproducts are calculated as �Etrans�v
=0��=0.9 and �Erot�v=0��=0.5 kcal /mol �Table II�. Essen-
tially the same results were obtained for vibrationally excited
H2�v=1, J� although the signal intensities for H2�v=1, J�
were much weaker than for H2�v=0, J�.

2. H2„v=2,3,4 and 5… from CH3OH

TOF spectra of H2�v=2–5, J� are characterized by four
different translational temperatures. For example, the TOF
spectra for H2�v=3, J=3 and 13� are reproduced by a
combination of four MB distributions: Ttrans=5000�1000,
1800� �200, 700�100, and 100�10 K as shown in Fig. 4.

TABLE I. Translational and rotational temperatures and energies of H2�v=0�.

Rotational level
�J�

Translational temperature
Ttrans �K�

Translational energy
�kcal/mol�

0 100�10 0.4�0.04
3 2200�300 8.8�1.2

TOF component
contributions

Rotational level
�J�

Rotational temperature
Trot �K�

Rotational energy
�kcal/mol�

H2�Ttrans=100 K, 93%� 0-2 110�20a 0.2�0.04
H2�Ttrans=2200 K, 7%� 0-5 2500�300b 5.0�0.6

aSignal recorded at time of flight=3.5 �s.
bSignal recorded at time of flight=0.55 �s.

FIG. 2. �Color online� A TOF spectrum of H2�v=0, J=0� products from
157 nm photolysis of amorphous solid methanol. Substrate temperature
=90 K. The solid line is a best fit to the data derived from assuming a MB
distribution with Ttrans=100 K. The inset is a TOF spectrum of H2�v
=0, J=3� with Ttrans=2200 K.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Rotational populations of H2�v=0� recorded at TOF,
t=0.55 �s �open circle� and 3.5 �s �filled triangle�. PJ is the normalized
population of a rotational state. The ortho/para ratio gOPR is 3. The rotational
distribution recorded at t=0.55 �s is approximated with Trot=2500 K,
while the rotational population recorded at t=3.5 �s is fitted with Trot

=110 K. The insets are the REMPI spectra for E /F�v�=0, J��←X�v�
=0, J�� transition of H2�v=0� products recorded at t=0.55 and 3.5 �s.
Rotational quantum numbers J are shown above selected peaks.
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The rotational levels were observed up to J=17 as shown in
Fig. 5, which were recorded at t=0.55 �s for the H2�Ttrans

=5000 and 1800 K� and at t=3.5 �s for the H2�Ttrans

=700 and 100 K�. Figure 6 shows Boltzmann plots for the
rotational populations. The translational and rotational ener-
gies of the H2�v=3� products are summarized in Table III.
Essentially the same rotational distributions were observed
for H2�v=2–5� as shown in Fig. 7. The averaged transla-
tional and internal energies are summarized in Table II. The
vibrational distribution for H2�v=2–5� in Table II was esti-
mated as follows: the TOF spectra were measured for v
=2–5, J=1–15 �total of 60 levels� and integrated to obtain
the total TOF intensity associated with each �v ,J� level. The
measured signal intensity for each J level was then corrected
with the use of the REMPI transition probability.

3. Molecular hydrogen isotopomers from CD3OH

The HD, D2, and H2 products characterized by Ttrans

=100 K in the rovibrational levels �v=0, J=0,1 ,2� were
also detected from the photodissociation of amorphous solid
CD3OH at t=3.5 �s. At t=0.55 �s, the HD in the rovibra-
tional levels �v=0, J=0–5� was observed; however, the
signal intensities were too weak to characterize the transla-

tional temperatures. D2 and H2 products in the v=0 level
were below the detection limit at t=0.55 �s.

The HD, D2, and H2 in the rovibrational levels �v
=3, J=0–15� were measured at t=0.55 �s. The TOF spec-
trum of H2�v=3, J=13� is reproduced by two MB distribu-
tions with Ttrans=1800�300 and 100�10 K. The relative
populations of the isotopomers in various �v ,J� levels and
the translational temperatures in the �v=3, J=3� level are
listed in Table IV.

B. Formation of atomic hydrogen from CD3OH

Figure 8 shows the TOF spectrum of H-atom products
from the photodissociation of CD3OH, which is composed of
three MB distributions with Ttrans=6000�1000, 700�100,
and 100�20 K. The inset of Fig. 8 shows the TOF spectrum
of D atom products from CD3OH, which is composed of MB
distributions with the same Ttrans as for the H-atom products.
The ratio of the total signal intensities for D product/H prod-
uct was 0.23�0.03. Table V summarizes these results.

IV. DISCUSSION

Photodynamics and reaction mechanisms of methanol
ice photolysis are similar to those described previously for

FIG. 4. �Color� TOF spectra of H2�v=3, J=3,13� and H2�v=5, J
=3,13�. These spectra are composed of four MB distributions with Ttrans

=5000, 1800, 700, and 100 K.

FIG. 5. �Color online� REMPI spectra for the E /F�v�=0, J��←X�v�
=3, J�� transition of H2 recorded at t=0.55 �s �upper panel� and 3.5 �s
�lower panel�. Rotational quantum numbers J� are shown above selected
peaks. The asterisk denotes an unassigned signal.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Rotational state populations of H2�v=3� recorded at
t=0.55 �s �open circle� and 3.5 �s �filled triangle�. The rotational distri-
bution at t=0.55 �s for J�3 is approximated with Trot=670 K. The popu-
lation for 5�J�16 is fitted with Trot=6500 K. The rotational population
recorded at t=3.5 �s is fitted with Trot=470 K for J�3 and 5400 K for
5�J�16.

TABLE II. Vibrational distribution and averaged translational and internal
energies of H2�v�.

v Vibrational population ratioa
Averaged energy �kcal/mol�

Vibrational Translational Rotational

0 b 0 0.9 0.5
2 0.4 23.1 4.2 9.8
3 1 33.7 4.4 9.5
4 1.5 43.6 4.4 7.9
5 3.4 52.9 9.2 7.7

aRelative to v=3 for the sum over J �odd�=1,3 , . . . ,13. Error bars are 15%.
bRelative population was not measured because of different experimental
setups.
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water ice photolysis.16,17 Therefore, first we describe the H
and H2 production mechanisms from amorphous solid water
and then discuss the results for ASM.

A. Relaxation and reactions of hydrogen atoms

1. Hydrogen atoms from the vacuum ultraviolet
photolysis of water ice

Yabushita et al. reported the TOF spectrum of H atoms
released following photoexcitation of amorphous solid water
film at 100 K,17

Eavail�kcal/mol�

H2O + h	 → hot-H + OH . 63 �14�

Eavail is the maximum available energy in the 157 nm pho-
tolysis of gaseous water. Three MB components were re-
quired to fit the TOF spectrum measured at 157 nm: Ttrans

=4750 �3%�, 625 �5%�, and 110 �92%� K. Table V summa-
rizes the translational temperatures and contributions of each
component. These results may be understood by recognizing
that H atoms will be produced mostly in the bulk phase as
well as from the exposed surfaces within the porous amor-
phous solid water film. Yabushita et al. attributed the H at-
oms �Ttrans=4750 K� released without collisions into
vacuum, which are atomic photoproducts formed by photo-
dissociation of the uppermost H2O layer of the ice film either

within the pore structures or directly at the ice-vacuum inter-
face. The H atoms �Ttrans=625 and 110 K� are attributed to
the photodissociation of water molecules in the deeper
monolayers.17 Andersson et al. reported that the energy
transfer efficiency between a H atom and the center-of-mass
motion of a H2O molecule in water ice is 0.2.27 The H atoms
�Ttrans=4750 K� then require eight to ten collisions to reduce
their translational energy to Ttrans=625 K and need eight to
ten more collisions to thermally equilibrate to Ttrans=110 K.
As the distance from the surface monolayer increases, the
fraction of H atoms that succeeds in escaping from the sur-
face is expected to decline; most H atoms arising from pho-
tolysis of such embedded molecules recombine to form H2

via the HR mechanism �2� or induce an abstraction reaction
to form H2 via the HAB mechanism �3� as shown in Figs.
9�a� and 9�b�.

2. Hydrogen atoms from the vacuum ultraviolet
photolysis of amorphous solid methanol

The elimination reactions of the methyl hydrogen atom
and the hydroxyl hydrogen atom from the 157 nm photolysis
of CH3OH are

Eavail�kcal/mol�

CH3OH + h	 → CH3O + hot-H, 77 �15�

→CH2OH + hot-H . 89 �16�

Since the translational energies of H�D� atoms from photoly-
sis of CD3OH are found to be much lower than the maxi-
mum available energy Eavail associated with reactions �4� and
�5� as shown in Table V, we propose that the nascent hydro-
gen products are relaxed by collisions within the ASM ma-
trix as described above for amorphous solid water. These H
atoms are produced in the deeper monolayers of ASM. If we
assume that the hydrogen atoms �Ttrans=6000 K, 30% for H
and 45% for D in Fig. 8 and Table V� are the nascent prod-
ucts from the surface CD3OH, the ratio of the methyl hydro-
gen atom elimination over the hydroxyl hydrogen atom
elimination may be estimated to be �0.23�0.03�
� �0.45 /0.30�=0.35�0.05 from the total signal intensity ra-

FIG. 7. Rotational population distributions associated with different H2�v�,
obtained from integrated TOF spectra: v=2 ���, 3 ���, 4 ���, and 5���.

TABLE III. Translational and rotational temperatures and energies of H2�v=3�.

Rotational level
�J�

Translational temperature Ttrans �K�
and contribution �%�

Averaged translational energy
�kcal/mol�

3 5000 �10%�, 1800 �10%�, 700 �20%�, 100 �60%� 3.5�0.6
13 5000 �25%�, 1800 �10%�, 700 �25%�, 100 �40%� 6.5�1.2

TOF components
Rotational level

�J�
Rotational temperature

Trot �K�
Averaged rotational energy

�kcal/mol�

H2�Ttrans=700 and 100 K�
0-3 470�100a

8.7�1.4
5-16 5400�500a

H2�Ttrans=500 and 1800 K�
0-3 670�100b

10.8�1.7
5-16 6500�400b

aSignal recorded at time of flight=3.5 �s.
bTime of flight=0.55 �s.
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tio �D/H� corrected for the nascent population ratio. The
elimination ratio in the gas phase was reported to be 0.5.28

The reaction mechanisms for CD3OH are summarized as
follows:

Yield ratio

CD3OH + h	 → hot-H + CD3O, 1

CD3OH + h	 → hot-D + CD2OH, 0.35 � 0.05

H and D �Ttrans = 6000 K� →
collision

H and D �700 K� ,

H and D �700 K� →
collision

H and D �100 K� .

The comparison with the hydrogen atoms photogenerated
from amorphous solid water is shown in Table V. The aver-
age translational energy of hydrogen atoms from CD3OH is
higher than that from amorphous solid water because the
excess energies of reactions �4� and �5� are larger than that of
reaction �1�. Since the activation energies of reactions �9�
and �10� are smaller than that of reaction �3�, a larger fraction
of hydrogen atoms from ASM photolysis can react with the
bulk methanol on collision rather than thermally equilibrate
and desorb. Figures 9�c� and 9�d� show schematics illustrat-
ing the H-atom reaction processes in the ASM photoreaction.

B. Formation mechanisms of vibrationally cold
and hot hydrogen molecules

1. Hydrogen molecules in v=0 and 1 levels

a. Amorphous solid water We have previously reported
the H2�v=0–4� formation mechanisms from the 157 nm
photodissociation of amorphous solid water. H2�v=0, J
=0–2, Ttrans=100 K, Trot=100 K, 96% contribution�
component was formed in the bulk as well as from the ex-
posed surfaces within the porous ice film via the HAB reac-
tion �3�, while H2�v=0, J=1–5, Ttrans=1500 K, Trot

=1300 K, 4%� was produced very near the amorphous
solid water/vacuum interface.3,16 H2�v=1� was formed but
its population was very small. The HAB reaction mechanism
for amorphous solid water was summarized as follows:

H2O + h	 → hot-H + OH,

HAB: hot-H + HOH

→ H2�1500 K, 1300 K� + OH,

H2�1500 K, 1300 K�

→
collision

H2�100 K, 100 K� .

b. Amorphous solid methanol When CH3OH is photo-
dissociated, the H2�v=0, J=0–2, Ttrans=100 K, Trot

=110 K, 93% contribution� and H2�v=0, J=1–5, Ttrans

=2200 K, Trot=2500 K, 7%� are observed. Since the
H2�v=0� products have similar internal energies to those
from the photolysis of amorphous solid water, which are
formed via the HAB reaction �3�, we propose that the H2�v
=0� products from the ASM photolysis are formed via the
HAB reactions �9� and �10�. The slightly higher temperatures
for the H2�Ttrans=2200 K and Trot=2500 K� from ASM
than those from amorphous solid water �Ttrans=1500 K and
Trot=1300 K� come from the fact that reactions �9� and �10�
have a smaller standard enthalpy of reaction compared to
reaction �3�. The HAB reaction mechanism is summarized as
follows:

CH3OH + h	 → hot-H + CH2OH or CH3O,

HAB: hot-H + CH3OH

→ H2�2200 K, 2500 K� + CH2OH or CH3O,

H2�2200 K, 2500 K�

TABLE IV. Relative populations and translational temperatures of HD, D2, and H2 from photoreactions of
CD3OH.

Rovibronic level �v ,J� Ttrans �K� and contribution �%� of HD, D2, and H2 in the
level of v=3 and J=3�2,3� �3,3� �3,13� �3,14� �4,3� �0,0�a

HD 0.71 0.53 0.61 0.47 0.69 0.60 5000 �15%�, 700 �35%�, 100 �50%�
D2 0.16 0.27 0.24 0.47 0.21 0.32 1800 �25%�, 100 �75%�
H2 0.13 0.20 0.15 0.06 0.10 0.08 1800 �20%�, 100 �80%�
aTranslational temperatures of HD, D2, and H2 �v=0, J=0� are 100�10 K.

FIG. 8. �Color� A TOF spectrum of H atoms from the 157 nm photolysis of
solid amorphous CD3OH at 90 K. This spectrum is composed of three MB
distributions with Ttrans=6000 K �30%�, 700 K �5%�, and 100 K �65%�. The
inset is a TOF spectrum of D atoms. The solid curves are best fits with
Ttrans=6000 K �45%�, 700 K �10%�, and 100 K �45%�.
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→
collision

H2�100 K, 110 K� .

We found two different vibrational distributions: one
peaks at v=0 and the other increases with increasing vibra-
tional quantum number for H2�v=2–5�. If vibrational relax-
ation occurs for H2�v=2–5�, the vibrational population in
v=1 should be appreciable. In fact its signal intensity was
very weak. Similar results were obtained in our previous
experiment for H2 generated from the 157 nm photodissocia-
tion of amorphous solid water ice films and support the
H2�v=0 and 1� formation via the HAB reaction.3,16

When CD3OH is dissociated, the subsequent photoreac-
tions become complicated as follows:

UMHE: CD3OH → CDOH + D2, �17�

UMHE: CD3OH → CD2O + HD, �18�

HR: H + H → H2, �19�

H + D → HD, �20�

D + D → D2, �21�

HAB: H + CD3OH → CD2OH + HD, �22�

D + CD3OH → CD2OH + D2, �23�

HAB: H + CD3OH → CD3O + H2, �24�

D + CD3OH → CD3 + HD. �25�

The thermoneutral abstraction of a hydrogen atom from
methanol by the photolytically produced H�D� atom yields
translationally and internally cold products via reactions
�22�–�25�. The relative populations for HD, D2 and H2 in the
�v=0, J=0� level from CD3OH were 0.60:0.32:0.08. These
fractions are reasonable under the assumption that �a� the
nascent production ratio of D/H is 0.35, and �b� the HAB
mechanism proceeds mostly via reactions �22� and �23� since
methyl hydrogen abstraction reaction �9� has the smaller ac-
tivation energy than hydroxyl hydrogen abstraction reaction
�10�.

2. Hydrogen molecules in v=2, 3, 4, and 5 levels

a. Amorphous solid water We have previously reported
H2�v=2,3 ,4� products that had very different translational
and internal energy distributions from H2�v=0� produced via
the above-mentioned HAB mechanism for amorphous solid

water.16 The TOF spectra for H2�v=3, J=3 and 13� were
reproduced by two different combinations of MB distribu-
tions: Ttrans=1800 K �24%� and 110 K �76%� for J=3 and
1800 K �2%� and 110 K �98%� for J=13.3,16 H2�v
�2, Ttrans=1800 K� products were attributed to the HR
mechanism, whereby a photoproduced H atom recombines
with a previously adsorbed and thus thermalized H atom
trapped close to the ice surface-vacuum interface as sche-
matically shown in Fig. 9�b�. The majority of H2�v�2� were

TABLE V. Relative populations and translational temperatures of D and H from the photoreactions of solid
CD3OH and translational temperatures of H from the photolysis of amorphous solid water.

Population ratio Translational temperature Ttrans �K�
and contribution �%�

�Etrans�
�kcal/mol�Total Nascenta

D from CD3OH 0.23 0.35 6000 �45%�, 700 �10%�, 100 �45%� 11.2�1.8
H from CD3OH 1 1 6000 �30%�, 700 �5%�, 100 �65%� 7.6�1.3
H from H2O – – 4750 �3%�, 625 �5%�, 110 �92%� 1.1�0.06

aNascent populations were estimated from the 6000 K components.

FIG. 9. �Color online� ��a� and �b�� Schematic illustrations for H2 formation
mechanisms following vacuum ultraviolet irradiation of amorphous solid
water: �a� H2�v=0 and 1� from hydrogen abstraction reaction and �b�
H2�v�2� from hydrogen atom recombination reaction. ��c�–�f�� H2 from
amorphous solid methanol: �c� H2�v=0 and 1� from hydrogen abstraction
reaction, �d� H2�v�2� from hydrogen atom recombination reaction, �e�
H2�v�2� from three-center elimination, and �f� H2�v�2� from four-center
elimination.
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detected with near-thermal translational energies. These
H2�v�2, Ttrans=110 K� are attributed to the same HR
mechanism but occurring in the micropores deeper within
the bulk; escape of these H2 products will involve multiple
collisions with the amorphous solid water surface as a result
of which their translational energies thermalize to that of the
bulk. The main reaction mechanism is summarized as fol-
lows:

HR: H + H → H2�v = 2, 1800 K� ,

H2�1800 K� →
collision

H2�110 K� .

b. Amorphous solid methanol While only the HR reac-
tion occurs for amorphous solid water, both the HR mecha-
nism �2� and the UMHE mechanisms �6� and �7� could occur
for ASM. Both processes lead to vibrationally excited H2�v
=2–5� as is schematically illustrated in Figs. 9�d�–9�f�,

�H �kcal/mol�

HR: H + H → H2, − 104 �26�

Eavail�kcal/mol�

UMHE: CH3OH + h	 → CHOH + H2, 110 �27�

UMHE: CH3OH + h	 → CH2O + H2 . 162 �28�

The UMHE mechanism is expected to produce H2 with
higher rotational and translational energise compared to the
HR mechanism because of large Eavail. Table VI shows that
H2�v=2–5� products from ASM have higher translational
energy than H2�v=2–4� from amorphous solid water. The
rotational distributions of the H2 recorded at t=0.55 �s from
ASM in Fig. 6 and amorphous solid water in Fig. 3 of Ref.
16 are similar, but the contribution of the higher J levels is
larger for ASM, likely because of the contribution of the
UMHE mechanism in ASM and its larger excess energy. We
calculated the maximum contribution of the HR mechanism
for the H2�v=3� products from CH3OH to be 40%, assuming
that �a� the rotational distribution at t=0.55 �s for amor-
phous solid water in Fig. 3 of Ref. 16 comes only from the
HR reaction and �b� the difference in the rotational distribu-
tions at t=0.55 �s between ASM and amorphous solid water

in the higher J levels is due only to the UMHE mechanism in
ASM. In addition, based on the present experimental results
of the molecular hydrogen isotopomers from CD3OH, the
relative population ratio of the H2�v=3� products that are
formed only via HR mechanism is in the range of 6%–20%
as shown by the H2 data in Table IV. Since the nascent
atomic production ratio of D/H from CD3OH is 0.35, the
population ratios of H2:HD:D2 via the HR mechanism are
expected to be 0.55:0.38:0.07. Hence, the contribution of the
HR mechanism in the v=3 level may be estimated to be
�6% �20% � /0.55=11%�36%. Thus, we conclude that D2

and HD products are mainly formed by the UMHE mecha-
nisms �17� and �18�. In addition, the HD�v=3, Ttrans

=5000 K� has larger translational energy than that of D2�v
=3, Ttrans=1800 K� or H2�v=3, Ttrans=1800 K� as shown
in Table IV because of the largest excess energy for the
UMHE mechanism �18�. The reaction mechanisms described
above for the UMHE mechanism from ASM are summarized
as follows:

UMHE: CD3OH + h	 → CD2O

+ HD�v = 2 – 5, 5000 K� ,

HD�5000 K� →
collision

HD�700 K� ,

HD�700 K� →
collision

HD�100 K� ,

UMHE: CD3OH + h	 → CDOH + D2�v = 2 – 5, 1800 K� ,

D2�1800 K� →
collision

D2�100 K� .

The UMHE channel contribution becomes even more domi-
nant when higher vibrational levels of H2 photoproducts are
considered. For example, the TOF spectra �Fig. 4� show that
H2�v=5� products from ASM are formed predominantly with
high translational energy �Ttrans=5000 K�, and that H2�v
=5� has higher translational energy than the other H2 prod-
ucts in v=2, 3, and 4 �Table II�. Since H2�Ttrans=5000 K� is
produced mainly via reaction �7�, the exothermic UMHE
mechanism has more contribution to the formation of H2�v
=5� compared to H2�v=2–4�.

The measured rotational energy distributions of H2�v

TABLE VI. Comparison of translational and internal states of H2 molecules following photolysis of amorphous methanol and amorphous solid water �Ref.
16�.

v Material
Vibrational

population ratio
�v=2:3:4 :5�

Translational temperatures
�K�

Averaged energy
�kcal/mol� Major reaction

mechanisma

Translational Rotational

0
Amorphous solid water 1500 �4%�, 100 �96%� 0.6�0.1 0.3�0.04 HAB

Amorphous solid methanol 2200 �7%�, 100 �93%� 1.0�0.1 0.5�0.1 HAB

2, 3, 4, and 5
Amorphous solid water 0.6:1.0:1.3:b 1800, 100 0.8�0.3 10.7�2.3 HR

Amorphous solid methanol 0.4:1.0:1.5:3.4 5000, 1800, 700, 100 7.0�2.4 8.2�2.5 HR and UMHE

aHAB: hydrogen atom abstraction mechanism; HR: hydrogen atom recombination mechanism; UMHE: unimolecular hydrogen molecule elimination
mechanism.
bH2�v=5, J=1 and 3� were observed but the relative population was not measured because the signal intensities were weak.
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�2� from ASM are nonthermal as shown in Fig. 7. The
translationally thermalized H2�v=3, Ttrans=100 K� is also
highly rotationally excited as shown in Fig. 6 and Table III.
The persistence of this excitation may be understood with the
fact that the quenching probability of H2�v ,J� is reduced as
the rotational level spacing increases. This process is not a
linear or monotonous process, and for some rotational levels
the quasiresonant vibration-rotation �QRVR� relaxation path-
ways may be important.29 The general propensity rule for the
QRVR relaxation is Erot��J=even��Evib��v�. For the
H2�v�2� products, the efficiency of this QRVR pathway
shows a local minimum in the range 7�J�12.29 On the
whole though, the intermediate J levels are quenched readily
and regularly into the low J levels whereas the high J levels
are not efficiently relaxed because there is no efficient energy
receptor state in the ice matrix. As a result, the higher levels
retain their significant population and the population distri-
bution among the J=0–17 rotational levels cannot be de-
scribed by a single rotational temperature.

It is difficult to estimate the rate of H2 formation from
photolysis of ASM. However, the rate for amorphous solid
water has been estimated to be �10−16 cm−3 s−1 in our pre-
vious paper assuming typical parameters in dense clouds,
and in warmer �T
20 K� and stronger UV radiation regions
this rate would exceed that from recombination of adsorbed
H atoms.3 Andersson and van Dishoeck suggested that the
case of a single photon absorption event will be needed to
give a realistic picture of photodesorption in dense clouds
since the cosmic ray induced UV flux inside dense clouds is
small.30 Since UMHE reaction is a single photon absorption
process, it can also yield hydrogen molecule in dense clouds.

C. Ortho/para ratio of H2 products

The equilibrium ortho-para ratio gOPR for H2 at 100 K is
1.5 and approaches the statistical limit value, 3, at high
temperatures.26 In all REMPI spectra of H2 in this study for
ASM and also in our previous study on water ice, we found
that gOPR=3, corresponding to the statistical and high tem-
perature limit. We argue that gOPR=3 should be considered
the norm for H2 molecules produced by VUV photolysis of
ASM and also water ice by the HR, HAB, and UMHE
mechanisms. As for the results of CD3OH, it is interesting to
compare the ratios of H2 and D2 in the ortho and para levels,
respectively. Table IV shows the relative signal ratios of iso-
topomers in the various �v ,J� levels. In the ortho levels �J
=3 and 13�, the population ratios of D2 and H2 are around
0.22 and 0.15, respectively, while in the para levels �v
=3, J=14� those ratios are 0.47 and 0.06. The difference in
these relative populations point to different gOPR values for
H2 and D2, that is, gOPR=3 for H2 and 1/2 for D2. The mea-
sured gOPR values of 2.2 and 0.4 are therefore near the sta-
tistical limit values for H2 and D2, respectively.

The ortho/para ratio of H2 is frequently used as an indi-
cator for the physical and chemical history of H2 formation.
The spin temperature is often found to be different from
translational and rovibrational temperatures. Ortho-para con-
version can occur by spin exchange reactions with protons
and ions, but the conversion time scale in space is compa-

rable to the lifetime of typical interstellar molecular clouds.
The high temperature value gOPR=3 has been widely as-
sumed elsewhere, e.g., in theoretical studies of the HR reac-
tion on an ice surface8 and in experimental studies of HR on
the surface of porous carbon grains.10–12 We rationalize the
use of this same high temperature limiting value by noting
that �a� the HR and UMHE reactions are highly exothermic
and �b� the HAB reaction is effectively exoergic because of
the activation energy for the HAB reaction once past the
transition state. In both mechanisms, therefore, any excess
energy released during reaction enables gOPR to adopt its
high temperature limiting value. These three H2 formation
mechanisms may also be applicable to ice of methane, form-
aldehyde, ammonia, and hydrated acids that are abundant as
interstellar molecules.

V. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the formation mechanisms of hot
and cold hydrogen atoms from the vacuum ultraviolet pho-
tolysis of ASM at 90 K. Hydrogen molecules in the v
=0–5 levels are consequently produced by three distinct
mechanisms, i.e., �a� HAB from either the methyl or hy-
droxyl group leading to cold H2, �b� recombination of H
atoms leading to a vibrationally excited H2, and �c� UMHE
reaction leading to even more highly excited H2 products.
Molecular hydrogen formation mechanisms via the hydrogen
abstraction and hydrogen recombination reactions are similar
to those for the vacuum ultraviolet photolysis of amorphous
water ice. The UMHE reaction that yields translationally and
rotationally hot H2�v=2–5� products occurs for ASM but
not for amorphous solid ice.
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